Abstract

In order to use transactional memory (TM) in place of locks, it is necessary to design linguistic mechanisms that enable transactions to achieve the same outcomes as lock-based code. The mechanisms need not match their lock-based equivalents exactly, but must provide the same abilities “in spirit,” so that programmers can (perhaps with nontrivial code rewriting) achieve the same behaviors and guarantees from transactions as with locks.

In this paper, we focus on the question of transactional output, and introduce the Mimir methodology. Mimir employs an observation about two-phase locking and language-level transactional semantics to enable deferred output operations that appear to execute in isolation with respect to all concurrent transactions, but without serializing those other transactions. The technique employs ephemeral privatization and retry-based condition synchronization in a manner that is invisible to concurrent transactions. Most significantly, Mimir avoids buffering of data in order to defer output, and is compatible with both software and hardware TM.

Categories and Subject Descriptors D.1.3 [Programming Techniques]: Concurrent Programming—Parallel Programming
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1. Introduction

The effort to standardize Transactional Memory (TM) [12] support in C++ [2] has, to date, taken a pragmatic approach with respect to I/O. Clearly, if transactions are to replace lock-based code, then it must be possible to perform I/O operations on shared data, despite the possibility of concurrent attempts to access that same shared data. However, I/O performance has not seen much attention. In particular, it has been assumed that an I/O transaction can be statically identified by the programmer, and that it is acceptable to serialize all transactions at the time when I/O is attempted, so as to prevent concurrent accesses to the data during the I/O operation. This mechanism, broadly, is known as “irrevocability” [14, 18, 19, 23].

Irrevocability is a coarse-grained mechanism, which allows the execution of arbitrary operations within a transaction, even if those operations cannot be undone. Examples include accessing device registers, arbitrary system calls, communication with other threads via volatile and atomic variables, and I/O. Any student of Amdahl’s law will immediately recognize global serialization of transactions as a potentially significant bottleneck. Indeed, Wang et al. inadvertently discovered as much in their exploration of transactional condition synchronization for the PARSEC benchmark suite [22]: in the “dedup” application, output by one pipeline stage eliminates all concurrency and scaling from an application whose lock-based equivalent scales well.

The one-size-fits-all nature of irrevocability is costly, but its simplicity is appealing: difficult tasks are no harder with irrevocable transactions than with locks. For example, irrevocability ensures low-level atomicity and durability of output: in applications with durability constraints, it is essential that programmers control the timing of calls to fsync, and the atomicity of an fsync call with respect to preceding write operations, and irrevocability affords this level of control.

Apart from irrevocability, the only other promising approaches to transactional output rely on deferred operations. Conventional wisdom suggests that many output operations, such as logging and error messages, can be achieved via deferred operations [6, 14, 15]. More formally, Volos et al. presented a general mechanism for deferring I/O in software transactions, via buffering and “shadow” file descriptors [20].

Unlike irrevocability, deferred output operations do not constrain concurrency. However, they suffer from two problems of their own. First, to ensure that deferral is correct, it is necessary to create an explicit copy of the data to output. This copy is in addition to any copying that occurs as part of a system call, and while it can be optimized in certain limited cases, it nonetheless introduces latency concerns. Furthermore, for hardware transactions, buffering may result in the working set of the transaction exceeding cache capacity. That, in turn, would lead to transactions serializing. The second problem with deferred output is that real programs often care about the return value of a write system call. When the write is delayed, it seems that the continuation of the transaction must either (a) ignore the return value, or (b) be scheduled after the output, as a second transaction that is not atomic with the first. We have identified situations, both in dedup and in MySQL, where deferral clouds reasoning about program correctness.

In this paper, we introduce Mimir, a methodology for delaying output that (a) remains atomic with respect to the calling transaction, (b) does not require copying, and (c) does not ignore return values. Mimir does not address input operations by transactions, for the simple reason that we have not been able to find any nontrivial example of transactional input in real-world code. Such a negative finding is unsurprising: blocking on input while holding a lock is a recipe for poor performance, and it is rare that programmers use a lock to make multiple input operations appear as one atomic operation. As a result, existing techniques (such as a dedicated input thread) appear to solve the input problem well.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 briefly reviews key features of modern TM systems. Section 3 then introduces the key components of the Mimir methodology. The programming model for Mimir is discussed in Section 4. Section 5 discusses how Mimir can be used to implement the output patterns we have seen in dedup and MySQL. Section 6 concludes.

2. Background: Advanced TM Features

Before introducing the Mimir mechanism, it is useful to review some more advanced concepts from TM literature. We first discuss “privatization” and “publication”, and then the state of the art in transactional condition synchronization.
transaction {
    ...
    data_is_private = true
}

use (data)

transaction {
    data_is_private = false
}

Figure 1: Flag-based privatization in a C++ TM program.

2.1 Privatization and Publication

The privatization (and later publication) idioms were originally envisioned as a means of allowing safe non-transactional access to transactional data. The key issues relate to ordering: the programmer is responsible for making data “public” or “private” (e.g., by creating or removing all shared references to that data), and also for ensuring that threads agree on the state of a datum (transactional or non-transactional). In the TM implementation, the main challenge is ensuring that speculation and buffering do not result in races between transactional and non-transactional code [16, 17].

Early examples of publication and privatization include constructing an object and then creating a shared reference to it, and freeing an object after all shared references to it have been erased. In the context of software TM, these idioms avoid instrumentation, and in software and hardware TM systems, they also allow interaction with non-transactional parts of the system, such as custom allocators that make system calls. In early papers, it was assumed that an object’s state (public or private; transactional or non-transactional) could be determined by the presence of references to the object in shared memory. Subsequent efforts [13] considered “flag-based” privatization and publication, in which shared references to an object are not created/destroyed, but the state of some auxiliary variable indicates whether transactions are allowed to use those references.

Consider the example in Figure 1. A transaction performs some operations on shared data, potentially including operations on data itself, on line 2. It then sets the data_is_private flag and commits. Henceforth, while other transactions can see references to data, they must obey the convention established by data_is_private, and not use those references. The privatizing transaction may use the data (line 6), and may even share data with other non-transactional threads (e.g., by using locks). Finally, when the non-transactional operations on data are complete, some thread executes the transaction on lines 8–10 to re-enable transactional access to data.

To support privatization and publication, a TM implementation must provide subtle ordering guarantees. When line 5 is reached, the calling thread must be certain that there are no pending cleanup operations by concurrent committed or aborted software transactions. Before the publishing transaction runs, all modifications to data must be complete, so that the publication of data does not precede use [13, 16, 17].

2.2 Transactional Condition Synchronization

Despite efforts to make condition variables safe for use within transactions [9, 22, 24], the most promising approaches to transactional condition synchronization appears to be based on scheduling. As Dalessandro et al. established [8], mechanisms like retry [11] and X10-style CCRs [7] are essentially scheduling mechanisms: they establish, dynamically, the conditions upon which a transac-

tion that is scheduled to run will, in fact, be able to execute to completion.

The first and most general version scheduling-based technique for transactional condition synchronization is the retry mechanism. In this mechanism, a transaction T that determines that it cannot continue, due to some precondition on shared memory not holding, uses retry to undo its effects, and request that it not be scheduled again until some subsequent transaction performs a write to a location that had been read by T’s unsuccessful attempt.

The await mechanism [6] simplifies retry by taking the parameter of a memory location. Like retry, a call to await undoes the transaction’s effects. Re-execution of the transaction does not occur until some subsequent transaction performs a write to the location indicated by the parameter to await. This simplification avoids some spurious wake-ups. By bounding the number of locations upon which a transaction can be delayed, it also affords a more realistic path to implementation in hardware TM.

The reschedule mechanism [21] generalizes await by allowing the programmer to specify a predicate over shared memory that must be established before the transaction should be re-attempted. Whereas such a predicate is implicit in retry, it must be provided by the programmer with reschedule. The programming model for reschedule is more precise than retry with regard to spurious wake-ups, but more error-prone than retry in the case where composition of transactions leads to complex predicates. More importantly, reschedule is built upon a mechanism that supports retry, await, and reschedule in hardware, software, and hybrid TM systems.

3. The Mimir Mechanism

The key requirement of Mimir is that programmers must embed an output operation, and any operations that depend on the return value of that operation, in a method of the object that encapsulates the data being output. In Section 5, we will give an example of how this requirement can be met in practice.

For programs that can be rewritten accordingly, Mimir will seamlessly privatize the object, execute the method non-transactionally, and then publish the object again. Since the object is privatized, and the output is not transactional, there is no need for global serialization/irrevocability. For transactions that require access to the privatized object, Mimir can employ any of the aforementioned condition synchronization mechanisms to delay execution until the object is published. In this section, we explain how the behavior is achieved, and we argue its correctness.

3.1 Privatization Can Be Two-Phase Locking

For all intents and purposes, the data_is_private flag in Figure 1 is a lock. When it is true, all threads other than the caller are forbidden from accessing data. When it is false, accesses to data are not constrained. Furthermore, if we ignore the discussion about unrolling effects when an exception escapes the boundaries of a lexically scoped transaction [1], the history created by successful transactions in C++ will result in an execution equivalent to one in which all transactions are protected by a single global lock.

Based on these observations, the code in Figure 1 is almost two-phase locking. On line 1, the implicit global transactional lock is acquired. On line 3, the lock protecting data is acquired. On line 4, the global lock is released. Thus lines 1–4 comprise a correct sequence where all locks are acquired before any are released. The complication is that line 8 appears to re-acquire the global lock before the lock protecting data is released on line 9. Such a re-acquisition violates the requirement that no locks are acquired after any locks are released.

There are two conditions that allow us to claim that Figure 1 nonetheless adheres to strict two-phase locking. The first is that
class class_name _Mimir_
    // next field and method are injected
    // by the _Mimir_ annotation
mimir_lock _Mimir_LOCK_

void _Mimir_CHECK_()
    transaction
        if _Mimir_LOCK_ != UNHELD
            & _Mimir_LOCK_.owner != ME
        // select a condition sync technique
        reschedule(_Mimir_LOCK_ == UNHELD)
        await(_Mimir_LOCK_)
    retry()

... // other fields of the class are unchanged...

// _Mimir_CHECK_ is injected into every
// method, as in this example:
ret_type method_name(...)
    _Mimir_CHECK_()
// original method body follows

Figure 2: Mimir instrumentation of a C++ class. The _Mimir_ annotation on the class body leads to the addition of one fields and one method, and a modification to every method in the original class.

Lines 11–13 illustrate three options for condition synchronization. The transaction on lines 8–10 does not access any program data. The second is that data_is_private serves only to synchronize access to other data. Thus it can be thought of as a synchronization variable [3]. We argue that some transactions can serve as an implementation technique for implementing synchronization mechanisms, and that other transactions are, themselves, a synchronization mechanism. We also argue that, under both flat and closed nesting, the addition of arbitrary transactions covering contiguous subsets of the operations within a larger transaction has no effect on the program. Thus lines 1–4 are equivalent to an implementation in which line 3 is wrapped by a nested transaction. In such a setting, transactions protecting data_is_private are an implementation technique, and need not be thought of as acquiring and releasing the implicit global lock.

3.2 Mimir Objects

The first aspect of Mimir is the _Mimir_ annotation on classes. This annotation indicates that every instance of the annotated class has an implicit reentrant lock. We discuss the implementation and use of this lock below.

Figure 2 presents the instrumentation to a _Mimir_ object. There are three modifications. First, a reentrant lock is added to the object. The lock is implemented using transactions, and it consists of an owner field and a counter. The _Mimir_CHECK_ method uses a transaction to ensure that the lock is not held by some other thread, and it is called as the first operation of every method of the class. Thus whenever a method is called from a non-transactional context, _Mimir_CHECK_ will suspend the caller at the point of the method call if the lock is held by a thread other than the caller. When any method is called from within a transaction, the same check is performed. However, if the lock is held by a thread other than the caller, _Mimir_CHECK_ aborts the calling transaction and does not attempt it again until the lock is released. The mechanism for doing so (retry, await, reschedule does not affect correctness, but may result in spurious wake-ups.

ret_type method_name(...)
    ...
    // defer some output and recovery
    _Mimir_(this, [10] { 
        int res = write(this.field, ...)
        if (res == OK)
            fsync()
        else
            this.recover(...)
    }

Figure 3: Deferring an operation via _Mimir_.

In this manner, a Mimir object renders itself unusable by any thread other than the _Mimir_LOCK_-holder, in a manner that is compatible with both transactional and non-transactional code. When the _Mimir_LOCK_ is not held, the object may be used concurrently by multiple transactions, and even by transactional and non-transactional threads.

3.3 The Mimir Keyword

Thus far, we have not presented a mechanism for acquiring the _Mimir_LOCK_. As a lock that is not programmer-visible, acquisition and release are performed by the TM runtime system, in response to uses of the _Mimir_ keyword. Figure 3 presents an example of how a programmer can defer an operation.

The _Mimir_ keyword takes two parameters: an object and a function. It acquires the object’s _Mimir_LOCK_ and schedules the function for execution after the outermost transactional scope commits. When the function completes, the _Mimir_LOCK_ is automatically released. Note that when _Mimir_ is encountered in a non-transactional context, the lock will be acquired and the function executed immediately. Figure 4 presents the modifications to the TM library that are required in order to implement the _Mimir_keyword.

In the implementation, we must ensure that Mimir operations occur after the transaction’s writes have been finalized (lines 26–28). This is necessary, as (a) in hardware TM, the Mimir operations may perform I/O, and must occur outside of a hardware TM context, and (b) in software TM, we must be sure that any writes to the Mimir object have been finalized before the un-instrumented function is executed. This includes those that could lead to privatization errors, necessitating that quiescence [23] precedes Mimir operations. Note that all Mimir locks are acquired before the transaction commits, and released after the transaction commits, ensuring that two-phase locking is obeyed. Since the locks are acquired via a transaction, they can be acquired in any order, without introducing the possibility of deadlock. Note that the release of the Mimir lock (line 28) must use the TM subsystem, so that the lock release is both (a) free of races with concurrent transactions reading the state of the Mimir lock, and (b) visible to the TM system, so that waiting transactions can be rescheduled.

3.4 Compatibility with TM Implementations

There are two requirements for using Mimir in a TM implementation, both of which are easy to satisfy. The first is that the TM must

\footnote{Note that in the case of reentrant locks, multiple uses of _Mimir_ may mean that the lock is not released immediately after a specific function completes.}
4. Programming with Mimir

Mimir simplifies the task of delaying output operations, by ensuring that a deferred operation is atomic, via two-phase locking. Since the deferred operation is not executed within a transactional context, it is guaranteed not to unwind and retry, and thus can safely perform output. The operation holds a lock over the object, and thus can access any and all fields of the object, without risk of racy accesses by other threads. Most importantly, the deferred operation can entail arbitrary system calls that happen immediately. This enables the programmer to perform a write, verify its correctness (via the return value), and perform an fsync to ensure the write reaches its destination. Ensuring durability in this manner is essential in real-world programs, such as databases, and we see it as a critical feature of Mimir. The main constraint on system calls is that the utility of asynchronous output is not clear: since a lock is held, it does not make sense to perform an asynchronous output and then wait on the result; however, if an asynchronous output is requested and the result (which may arrive via signal) is not checked until the operation returns, then any recovery will not be atomic with the transaction.

5. Examples

In this section, we present examples to show how Mimir can be used to perform output from within transactions. The examples cover a set of common and interesting use cases, and show the deferral of increasingly complex operations without sacrificing atomicity or resorting to serialization.
5.2 Ordered Output to a File

While the example above could easily be encapsulated in a one-off transactional `fprintf` function, it provides the basis for our argument that Mimir generalizes. To demonstrate the claim, we first provide a simple extension to the above example, and then describe how that extension manifests in the dedup kernel from the PARSEC benchmark suite [5].

Consider the case where critical sections perform writes to the same file, and the order in which the writes occur must be the same as the order in which the critical sections execute. Performing synchronous writes within the critical sections suffices to achieve the needed guarantee, but results in serialization if we replace the lock with transactions. This approach is particularly valuable when durability requirements necessitate the use of `fsync` within the critical section. Regardless of the presence of `fsync`, our simple logging example from above will fail: since each deferred output can use a distinct `Mimir` object, writes to the file can reorder after transaction commits. With Mimir, we can encapsulate all of this behavior in an object that constructs the string before invoking a Mimir operation, and then frees the string (and destroys itself) at the end of the deferred function. Note, too, that in the case of fixed output messages (such as those in assertions), the `Mimir` object can be stateless.

5.3 Pipelines with Output Stages

The example in Figure 6 is, surprisingly, more complex than required by PARSEC dedup. The dedup benchmark implements a fine-grained use of return values after each system call. Doing so is straightforward, because the entire encapsulated object is private to the thread executing the `defer_out` function. In the case where the buffer is (a) not freed after the output, and (b) mutable during the I/O, it is desirable to avoid copying the buffer prior to line 16. One mechanism for doing so is to make the buffer object a `Mimir` object, and defer an empty operation on the buffer immediately after the transaction calls `fsync`. Doing so would lock the buffer, so that it is immutable during the output operation. This optimization follows naturally from the requirement to perform Mimir operations in program order.

The example in Figure 6 is, surprisingly, more complex than required by PARSEC dedup. The dedup benchmark implements a
pipeline, in which output is performed in a serial stage. Transactional versions of duped serialize all transactions whenever the thread executing the output stage attempts to write to the output file [22]. The output operation itself is similar to lines 17–29 of Figure 6, and in Figure 7, we refer to that sequence as \texttt{write\_file}.

In this code sequence, program logic naturally encapsulates the file descriptor, since only the thread assigned to the output stage is allowed to perform I/O. However, there is program logic that must execute after the I/O, but isolated with respect to subsequent pipeline stages (lines 6–7). By encapsulating \texttt{chunk} in a \texttt{Mimir} object, we can move lines 4–7 into a deferred operation, thereby avoiding copying and allowing the buffer to be freed before any other thread can observe that the object’s output has completed.

5.4 Opening Files as Output

Our final example of how Mimir can simplify transactional output comes from the MySQL InnoDB storage engine, and appears in Figure 8. All file output in InnoDB is achieved via asynchronous I/O, and is constructed carefully, so that the offset and length of each output operation is known in advance. Consequently, writes to files are not performed while any locks are held.

To compute offsets and lengths, InnoDB maintains a pool of open file descriptors, and tracks metadata on a per-descriptor basis. All accesses and modifications to the pool are performed while a lock is held. Most significantly, while the lock is held, files can be opened and closed.

Opening and closing file descriptors is a form of output: upon close, data may be flushed to disk; when opening, a file may be created or truncated. In InnoDB, multiple open and close operations can be composed into a single atomic operation. How many operations are attempted can depend on the result of each attempt (e.g., if a file cannot be closed due to pending writes, then another file may be closed instead).

Clearly it is not acceptable to delay opening a file, if some other thread may attempt to write to that file. We must ensure that while calls to open are completing, no concurrent threads can access the corresponding portions of the descriptor pool. At the same time, when there are no pending open or close operations, we would like to enable concurrent accesses to different descriptors within the pool.

Wrapping the entire pool as a \texttt{Mimir} object achieves our requirements, in a manner that is completely invisible to the programmer. The methods in Figure 8 each defer their entire body via the \texttt{Mimir} keyword. All other methods (not shown) do not use the keyword, and they run immediately when called from a transaction (this is safe, since they only modify the memory state associated with file descriptors). When any open is in flight, all concurrent accesses to the pool will be de-scheduled (via a retry-like mechanism). During that period, the pool itself will be privatized, such that non-transactional code may modify the pool (e.g., by opening and closing files, and updating their state) while remaining atomic and isolated with respect to all concurrent threads. Upon completion, concurrent operations on the pool will automatically wake and retry.

6. Conclusions and Future Work

In this paper, we introduced the Mimir methodology for enabling programmers to perform output operations in a manner that remains atomic with respect to memory transactions. Mimir makes heavy use of implicit deferred privatization and retry-based condition
synchronization, and may be the first concrete and comprehensive motivation for adding retry to the C++ TM specification.

Mimir requires the programmer to employ object-oriented design in order to encapsulate the file descriptors and data required for the I/O at a granularity that allows for Mimir to then seamlessly implement a two-phase locking protocol to privatize the object. The output is then performed after the transaction completes, but without risking interleavings by concurrent transactions accessing the object. In our example usage scenarios, we show how Mimir can be used for increasingly complex tasks, such as logging, ordered output, pipelined output, and management of pools of file descriptors. These examples were taken from memcached, PARSEC dedup, and MySQL’s InnoDB engine, and support our assertion that Mimir is a practical approach for output in real-world programs.

As immediate future work, we plan to implement Mimir in the GCC-TM system. We are particularly interested in performance differences between eager software TM, lazy software TM, and hardware TM, especially as they relate to transactional acquisition of multiple Mimir locks. While any TM system should ensure this acquisition is deadlock free, regardless of order, we worry that livelock may occur in practice, for hardware and eager software TM. We are also interested in the impact on program complexity that arises when refactoring code to encapsulate related fields in a single Mimir object.

Longer-term, we plan to explore the performance of Mimir, and the degree to which it can be generalized beyond output. In the former category, we will require a broad application study, particularly since some of the examples that motivated this work (e.g., memcached) do not perform output on any critical path. On the other hand, any serialization-free mechanism to perform output in dedup will dramatically improve performance, and we must be cautious not to equate the removal of a pathology with a generalizable success. In the latter category, our analysis of MySQL shows an exciting road forward: write system calls are not the only unsafe operations that can be cast as output, and delayed via Mimir. Other possibilities include arbitrary system calls, and we plan to use the taxonomies proposed by Volos et al. [20] and Baugh and Zilles [4] to identify the types of operating system interactions most amenable to deferral via Mimir.
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